Abstract: This paper deals with the design of a nonlinear state observer for parameters within the gas transfer part of a fuel cell stack and its implementation on a small-scale embedded system. The fuel cell stack is of a proton exchange membrane type, with parameters specific to vehicle applications. The observer is afterwards applied on a small scale embedded board. In order to validate the embedded observer, a real time hardware in the loop testing is done using a cosimulation between the embedded observer and the professional simulation software AMESim, linked with Simulink on a Windows platform. To act upon the nonlinear character of the system, a Takagi-Sugeno approach is implemented, where the premise variables are unmeasurable. The procedure applies Lyapunov stability theory and by demanding bounded stability instead of asymptotic one, the algorithm manages to eliminate the need for Lipschitz constants.
Introduction
The Hydrogen Fuel Cell systems have spurred interest in the last decade, despite the still high production cost, because of their elevated efficiency, reduced pollution level and the targeted independence from fossil fuels. Amongst different types of Fuel Cells (FC) like solid oxide or alkaline ones [1] , the proton exchange membrane (P.E.M.) type [2] stands out, because of its low working temperature, and proves to be best suited for vehicle applications. In electrical vehicles, the energy storage plays one of the most important roles [3] , so the research on Fuel Cells will boost the acceptance of electrical vehicles as well. Therefore, it directly competes with batteries which have been developing continuously for many years, yet prove inferior in some aspects to hydrogen technology as shown in [4] , both as weight per storage capacity and energy density; these represent two important factors, that add to the slow recharge rate of a battery.
The Fuel Cells are small scaled devices therefore the development of virtual sensors would reduce the price. Also, a state observer may be used for diagnostics [5] . The majority of the papers that take into account the dynamics and not only the static models of FCs, focus only upon the electrical part of the fuel cell ignoring the auxiliary components [6] or treating just the compressor separately [7] .
Nevertheless, papers such as [8] , have to be mentioned as a thorough review upon all the components used so far. Indeed, for the more general case of system diagnosis, we find also many alternative approaches to model based techniques (for which a good review is [9] ): experimental (ex: impedance spectroscopy [10] , neuro-fuzzy techniques). As there is still no standardization in different existing types of FCs, a functional model would be easier to adapt to any particular case instead of experimental approaches that require extensive training data. Also model based approaches [11] , [12] have the potential to give fast response to time variations, therefore being very efficient for on-line diagnosis [13] as well as control [14] . Of course one has to mention the greatest inconvenient of model based techniques that is the difficulty in parameter estimation. The state observer acts as a virtual sensors and it is designed to estimate cathode and anode pressures and mass flows of oxygen and hydrogen which are generally not measured. The mass flow rates of reactant gases play a pivotal role in the reliable and efficient operation of FCS.
For the design of the nonlinear observer, a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) representation has been chosen [15] , [16] . This method can be found in literature, acting upon different types of industrial processes [17] . This approach has an advantage over other nonlinear ones in that there is no need for many assumptions regarding the form of the state space model, it has a structured form, it is easy to implement numerically and it also allows a parallel to linear techniques to be drawn. Each of them has certain advantages and disadvantages. In this article the authors have adopted the use of an Arduino Due board, and the development procedure with the hardware in the loop testing being described in [21] .
The paper is organized as follows. Second section develops upon the Fuel Cell model. It is followed by a description of the TS representation and nonlinear observer design in the section III. Afterwards, in the fourth section, the embedded platform is described as well as the hardware in the loop (HIL) validation mechanism. The paper ends with results in section V respectively conclusions in section VI.
Modeling

PEM fuel cell
The developed model is for a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell Stack that uses a Nafion 117 membrane, integrating auxiliary components as in Figure 1 . The model focuses on components with medium time dynamics from a vehicle like configuration, meaning the focus is on the gaseous part. In vehicle applications, the auxiliary components play an important role, as the piping occupies significant volume.
The current work considers the case of pure Oxygen as input on the cathode side and takes the humidifying and cooling units as ideal elements. Concerning the pressure difference between the anode and cathode, it is kept null by means of a pressure regulator. A constant pressure difference has been seen to offer good performances in many cases.
The temperature inside the fuel cell is considered homogeneous, so spatial variations in general are ignored, yet the temperature is not constant, compared to [22] .
Only by measuring parameters outside the fuel cell with the aid of the observer, will allow us to deduce what happens inside the anode and cathode respectively. Moreover, the gases will be considered ideal. 
State Space representation
The mathematical model of the FC is brought in a state space form considering the compressor's flow and electrical current as inputs to the system. Therefore, the accumulated mass of oxygen and hydrogen react or pass freely towards the return manifold that consists of pipes and valves. The valve models for gaseous mediums have a nonlinear behaviour with two distinct patterns depending on the pressure difference that arises: choked or unchoked regime. Therefore, as the pressure difference may overpass 2 bar both situations have to be taken into account, this being another contribution of the paper. The TS representation will help with this, so that a switching between the two may not be required. The equations for a volume chamber and a valve are given by 
where m is the mass inside the chamber, pin, Tin and Win the input pressure, temperature and flow, pout, Tout and Wout the output pressure, temperature and flow, V the volume of the chamber, γ the adiabatic coefficient of air, Ra the specific perfect gas constant of air (Oxygen for the current case), CD the flow coefficient of the valve and AT the cross section of the valve. The input flow of the supply manifold will be considered as an input to the system with known temperature and pressure and the return manifold will flow toward exterior air.
Regarding the whole FC model, we will suppose that we measure the pressures and mass at the supply and return manifold, as indeed the measurement of the pressure and mass inside the cathode is expensive and impractical. Of course, in order to avoid measuring mass, one can have a pressure and temperature sensor in order to deduce the mass by means of the perfect gas law
One can represent the equations for the cathode side of the Fuel cell as in (2) (the hydrogen side is identical), defining the dynamics for the mass flows of the Supply Manifold-CathodeReturn manifold, as well as the dynamics of the pressures of the same three elements: 
Where the mass flow terms in (2) that represent the mass flow output of the Supply manifold, Return manifold, Cathode and the Mass flow that reacts in the cell are shown in (3). We can see the influence of the electrical current I, on the reacted mass flow depending on the number of cells(n), Oxygen molar mass and Faraday number. 
[ ] 
Therefore, by doing a set of transformations and by considering the current as a system input along with the mass flow of the compressor we arrive at its state space equivalent in (4) . The critical pressure is the same as the one presented in equation (1 
The matrix A being the carrier of the nonlinear terms. 
For the values, please refer to the annex.
Observer Design
Takagi-Sugeno representation
The TS model is represented as a sum of nonlinear systems, where the contribution of each system is corrected by a weighing function wi, as presented in equation (7) . Here, it is considered that B and C do not depend on the states and the notation 'i' is used to show the number of the decomposed linear system; also z represents the nonlinear terms, defined as premise variables.
Therefore, in this new representation, one can observe that the nonlinearities have moved into the membership functions wi, where the convex sum property is satisfied ∑wi=1.
In order to obtain the state observer, it is first needed to modify the state space form, so that it can be used to write the Takagi-Sugeno (TS) representation. So from equation (4) , in order to get to the form (7) we separate in the matrix A the z nonlinearities: 
The variables z are called premise variables, and they contain the nonlinear information for the system. By means of the sector nonlinearity method, as the minimum and maximum of each zi can be determined, the membership functions can be built. (9); where MF is the membership function associated to the i-th premise variable zi. With these values, one is able to construct the normalized membership functions wi as in (10) . 
Takagi-Sugeno observer
Once the T-S representation has been obtained, the focus can now be directed towards the observer construction. The observer computation will materialize as an optimization problem that will deal with the resolution of some linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). It is considered that the premise variables z are not measurable. Although many cases in the literature deal with the simplifying supposition of measurable premise variables wi(ẑ)=wi(z), in the current case this assumption cannot be satisfied. As a result, the Luenberger like observer is of the form (11) .
To obtain the observer gains, a numerical optimization problem (12) should be resolved, with the aid of an LMI solver. This solution consists of the following LMIs (12); where P is a symmetric and positive definite matrix, with the same dimension as A; and α is a positive scalar:
Demonstration
In the demonstration that follows, the known inequality (13) is employed: 1 0, , :
The condition required for the observer to function correctly is to have an estimation error that converges towards zero x =x−x .
Using the Lyapunov stability method, it is demanded that a chosen Lyapunov function has a negative derivative. The Lyapunov function is chosen as in (14) .
The derivative of the estimation error can be rewritten so that the estimated and real membership functions multiplied by the states are isolated in a separate term. This is done in order to reduce complications that would appear in the construction of the LMIs. Therefore (15) is reached.
By replacing (15) into (14), we can see in (16) that the multiplication with the state impedes obtaining a linear inequality. A usual workaround is to apply Lipschitz constants, but the method could prove restrictive, first of all because these values are hard to find and also high constants may have negative effects on the resolution of the LMIs.V
As such, the solution adopted here is to view Δ as a virtual perturbation, a parameter that converges towards zero. This would allow us to impose more relaxed conditions, by demanding a bounded stability instead of an asymptotic one, with a minimal bound. An article with a similar method is [18] , employing the notion of Input to state stability [24] . Practically this translates into a problematic of stability with rejection of the symbolic perturbation Δ, as in (17), having R as a positive matrix (identity or not), and a positive scalar ξ representing a variable to be minimized.
Therefore, using (16):
In order to eliminate the nonlinear terms that remain in the previous inequality, we make use of the equation (13) . What is important to note is that this is true for any positive λ, which for (18) translates into:
Adding this to (18) would give the modified inequality (20):
An interesting observation is that, because λ>0 can be any coefficient, then it can be chosen as =ξ 2 , which simplifies the relation; moreover, employing the convex sum property, we arrive at (21). A similar idea was used in [23] .
The general following stage is to use the hypothesis that the inequality is true if all the terms of the sum are negative. Although restrictive, this proves to bring small enough constraints to the stability regions of the solution.
In order to eliminate the Bilinear Matrix Inequalities (BMIs) forms, a notation Qi=PLi can be made. Also using the Schur transformation, we end up with simple LMIs. One can improve upon the performances by asking for exponential stability, using relation (23), where α represents the exponential decay rate.
As for BMIs there are no standard solutions, a choice of α by trial can be made.
Thus LMIs (12) were obtained.
The Embedded Solution
The Arduino board
The embedded platform chosen is an Arduino Due board with a 32 bit ARM microcontroller from Atmel with 84Mhz clock speed ( Figure 3 ). The power of the microcontroller comes from the fact that it is based on an ARM Cortex M3 processor (Atmel SAM3x8E). An Ethernet module is attached for data communication.
Hardware in the loop testing
The integration of specialized simulation software can be done by means of hardware in the loop (HIL) architecture which permits within a closed loop with a physical embedded system, to test the code and performance of the developed platform. By means of AMESim simulation software, that includes a Fuel Cell model amongst other components, a real time connection can be established between the embedded system and the computer. For the computer, a Windows operating system has been chosen, because although it is not well suited for real time operation is the most widespread and known one in the academic medium. 
Implementing the Embedded Observer
Using the Matlab LMI solver for the previous LMIs applied to the system at hand, we obtain the observer gains which are implemented on the Arduino board, by means of discretization. At this point in order to check the performance we will use different initial values for the observer states. The observer appears inactive in the first few seconds due to the initialization time of the devices and the communication.
By following the evolution of the estimation error in Figure 7 , one can notice that the stability is not asymptotic, but bounded, of course the bounds being sufficient to respond to requirements. Also one can notice that indeed in the beginning, the observer manifests oscillations before stabilizing, but the settling time is still in an acceptable interval. One can observe in Figure 6 , at a time around 7 seconds for example, that there is a communication loss, yet the observer manages to readapt the estimated values to the real ones. The few seconds delay at the beginning is just due to the initialization procedure of the embedded system. The main problem with this particular embedded system is that the dynamic of the valve is fast and that, for a sample time of more than 5ms, oscillations appear. Considering that we have 6x6 and 6x4 matrices, an 8 bit microcontroller arrives at a minimum sampling time of 10-15ms. Therefore we need to use the Arduino DUE, a 32 bit processor, which has 96kBytes of RAM. Furthermore, the Arduino DUE has a 84 MHz clock, allowing to do the floating point calculations for the oxygen supply in 4ms.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a TS unmeasurable premise variable observer for determining parameters inside a PEM Fuel Cell which is able to estimate the pressures and mass flow rates. The paper also shows the potential of Takagi-Sugeno modeling to be applied on small scale processing units, achieving good sampling time and real-time constraints. Thus, such solution can be embedded on an electrical vehicle supplied by a FC system, being more economically viable than the usual ECU. The real-time interface between AMESim, Matlab/Simulink and an Arduino connected by Ethernet that we developed represents a proper way to test any FC related embedded system and ensures that the observers behave as intended before using them on a real system. Using this connection allows to test any possible loss in the communication and design of the observer. Despite the memory restriction, the calculations remain fast and the limiting factor for real-time can be improved by parallel calculus as T-S is well adapted for it. 
